
Remember each  
and every mole.



Digital management made simple.

Intuitive and fast, the new HEINE DERManager supports 
the capture and visualisation of dermatoscopic image 
data. In skin cancer screening, the data can supplement 
progression monitoring. 

And the HEINE DERManager does more than just improve  
the workflow in the practice, it has a positive impact on  
patient engagement too, because it allows practitioners to  
discuss dermatological images, aesthetic progress and/or further  
treatments immediately and clearly with the patient on a  
smartphone, tablet or PC. 

You do not need expensive hard-
ware. The preferred tools to use with 
the software, to create top-quality 
images, are our HEINE iC1 or the 
other HEINE dermatoscopes and an 
iPhone*. But it is compatible with other 
instruments too. 

The number of users, devices and 
rooms is unlimited, and there are no 
annoying cables getting in your way. 
One welcome side benefit is fast-track 
patient care thanks to flexible room 
occupancy and shorter waiting times.



All the data is stored securely in  
accordance with the European  
Union’s stringent General Data  
Protection Regulation (GDPR).  
It is stored on a high-security server 
in Germany, which naturally complies 
with all the applicable regulations.

Backup copies of all your data are  
mirrored. After all, as the saying goes, 
better to be safe than sorry.

The Small Package allows you to store up to 5,000 images  
and it is usually what you start with. You can upgrade when  
you want to save more images. 

If you would like to switch to the top tier 
of dermatological data management, 
we can take care of migrating data 
from your existing documentation  
system on request.



3 fair 
packages:

You do not need expensive hard-
ware. The preferred tools to use with 
the software, to create top-quality 
images, are our HEINE iC1 or the 
other HEINE dermatoscopes and an 
iPhone*. But it is compatible with other 
instruments too. 

The number of users, devices and 
rooms is unlimited, and there are no 
annoying cables getting in your way. 
One welcome side benefit is fast-track 
patient care thanks to flexible room 
occupancy and shorter waiting times.

59,95 AUD per month 
excl. VAT 

 Up to 5,000 images stored in total
 Cancellable monthly

229,95 AUD per month 
excl. VAT

 Up to 80,000 images stored in total
 Cancellable monthly

24,95 AUD per month  
excl. VAT

 80,000 images and above;  
 for an additional 20,000 images each

139,95 AUD per month 
excl. VAT

 Up to 15,000 images stored in total
 Cancellable monthly

Small Package

Large Package Upgrade

Medium Package

The Small Package allows you to store up to 5,000 
images and it is usually what you start with. 
You can upgrade when you want to save more images.

The number of users, devices and rooms is unlimited 
from the outset, and there are no annoying  
cables getting in your way.



Good to 
know.

Try before 
you buy.

What are you 
waiting for?

Experience has shown us that a dermatologist  
captures on average between 1,800 and 2,200  
images annually, and bills for the majority of them.  
This is one piece of information that you might  
want to include in your calculation. 

Another fabulous feature is that your first month  
of use is a trial month. All you are charged is a  
single cent as a symbolic gesture. Nothing else will 
be debited from your account if you cancel at any 
time within the first 4 weeks.

The next steps are simple: Choose a package.  
Download the app. Get cracking.
Details on the future of dermatology are always  
available at heine.com/en/dermanager or can be 
retrieved by scanning this QR code:

Storing data on site?
HEINE has a solution for that too! The Cube powered 
by HEINE DERManager. Please contact us if you’re 
interested: derm@heine.com
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DELTAone Dermatoscope 
Uniting diagnostic precision and mobility

iC1 Dermatoscope
The digital dermatoscope

DELTA 30 Dermatoscope
Confidence in diagnosis with our most precise imaging

You can find more information about our dermatoscopes  
and our software at www.heine.com

* Check on our website which iPhone version is compatible.  
 Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
  App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 


